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Samsung Sero TV 43 inch DealsSamsung 43 Grade Cerro... Samsung Sero's revolving TV is definitely unique – and if you're in its niche target population, this might be the perfect TV. For anyone else, though, it may cause a headache. We got our first glimpse of Sero TV at IFA 2019 last year, where it caught our attention with rotating functionality and eye-
catching design. Sero is quite different from any other new Samsung TVs, and it is to Samsung's credit that they brought the idea to market in general. Designed for heavy social media users, this rotating TV is capable of displaying both landscape and portrait content, meaning you can watch a Netflix movie one minute and scroll through Twitter or TikTok the
next. This button will turn 90 degrees, and it takes only 2-3 seconds to do so. If you want social media TV, it's a bold – if not perfect – realization of this dream, and isn't like anything else on the market.60W speakers ensure you're not craning to hear voices or soundtracks, too, and overall it's definitely an upgrade on the audio-visual output on a regular
smartphone. You also get Samsung's excellent Tizen smart TV platform to boot. However, using Sero as a smartphone monitor has its problems. Social media apps aren't natively supported on Tizen, meaning you need to switch your gaze between the TV and the phone you're casting from, and there's no way to use the TV remote to navigate your feeds and
scroll time explorers. Sero feels like a solution in search of a problem, and basically unnecessary if you're big on social media (a flagship smartphone might be better), or not (in this case you don't need Sero at all). Some revolving issues with AirPlay 2, too, mean it's the most suitable set for Android (especially Samsung) smartphone owners, And not
everyone with iPhone.In lengthwise, Sero acts as a smartphone-sized screen-up (Image credit: TechRadar)Price and availability samsung Sero retails for a $1,599/£1,599/AU $1,995, putting it in the same stadium as a 55-inch Samsung Frame (2020) TV, although Sero only comes in a 43-inch size. It's currently on sale. Samsung Sero Specifications Screen
Sizes: 43 Inches | Receiver: Freeview, Freesat | 4K: Yes | HDR: Yes | Panel Technology: QLED | Smart TV: Tysen| Curved: No | Dimensions: 564.7 x 1200 x 327 mm (WxHxD) | Weight: 33.3 kg | Tri-Iodine: No | Inputs: 3xHDMI 2.0, 2xUSB, Continental, CI Design Slot Our unique Ethernet wheels option to move it around Samsung Sero is an eye-catching TV,
especially because you usually use it in portrait. It looks like a massive mounted smartphone, which is appropriate given that it was designed for casting from smartphone apps. The screen comes with a fairly heavy frame and is mounted on a skateboard-shaped kicking stand, with A speaker sits under the display. Each kit is painted dark blue/midnight quite
charming, too. As a statement TV, it can prove eye-opening or revelatory, depending on the design around it, but it's a TV that's hard to ignore when it's in the room. The set itself is around five feet tall and is quite heavy at 33.3kg, though it is better suited to place on the floor rather than a raised counter – given the position the speaker has been placing the
screen around eye level. Because of this, the exits can be difficult to access, and we've tried to lie on the floor to get in the back and connect our HDMI cables. You'll find three HDMI 2.0 ports, two USB ports and support for CI, Nationwide and eARC (for connecting a sound bar). There is no Ethernet port, strangely, meaning you are forced to connect via Wi-
Fi – much like you do with a smartphone, we assume? More likely the Sero on the floor rather than the counter (Image credit: TechRadar)You can throw in a set of wheels for just $49/£69/AU$70 to make it easier to move around the room, which feels like a smart decision if you don't want it taking up floor space all the time. Again, though, that means it's not
the best choice for permanently strapping game consoles or setting up an AV receiver. also doesn't have a OneConnect box, and cables can print quickly if the TV is located on the floor. As always with Samsung's more elegant QLED screens, you'll get a pair of signs: one standard affair filled with a button, and another with a minimum number of inputs.
Unlike other Samsung TV signs, it comes with a 'sway' button in the upper right corner, which immediately switches the TV between length and view - and is half a second faster than good than controlling it using the Samsung SmartThings app. It is worth noting that Sero defaults to length (vertical) every time you turn it off. It's useful if you use it mainly for
Instagram, but it's a real pain when you're on regular TV. Fortunately, you can fix this by heading to &gt; Admin &gt; General, which ensures it stays locked in the landscape when turned off. The Tizen operating system is still impressive, but a little concentrated in portrait mode (Image credit: TechRadar)Smart TV (Tizen)Tizen OS is great as usual and more
for Samsung phones Ornamental restrictions for AirPlay 2The Samsung Sero TV uses the same Tizen smart TV platform as the best Samsung TVs, with well designed coverage to access and organize streaming apps and the like. The main difference is the inclusion of a portrait mode icon on the far left side of the screen, though this usually makes more
sense using the remote control, for speed. You'll also get access to Ambient mode, which has a host of screen savers and images to enhance the atmosphere of your living room – naturally with vertical - And it's due to put on your last selfie if you want, too. The icons on the home screen overlay are much harder to read in portrait mode, and we would
appreciate an enlarged display to match that. In terms of apps, you'll get access to the likes of Netflix, Disney Plus, Amazon Prime Video, Apple TV Plus, Rakuten TV, YouTube, iPlayer, Britbox, All4, My 5, and more - you won't fall for a shot of apps to keep you busy. Not every app will automatically rotate your TV when you're selected, so while Netflix and
Amazon can do it for you, Disney Plus leaves you to rotate it yourself. You can use this Samsung TV designer as a watch too (Image credit: TechRadar)Scrolling down on the home screen shows you Samsung TV Plus, which feels less well curate, but includes plenty of free content, from Top Gear and Taskmaster to classic citcoms like Red Dwarf as well as
kids TV and eSports videos. You'll find built-in support for both Alexa and Bixby, with compatibility with Google Assistant speakers as well. Alexa will prove a more reliable AI butler than Samsung's in-house Bixby, but the latter will also suffice if you'd rather stay out of Amazon's ecosystem. However, you're forced to use the Samsung SmartThings app to
make the most of Sero's smart features, and there are some annoying features. Sero was optimized for Samsung phones in particular, and while you can cast painlessly from an Android mobile device, you can't cast for a TV in portrait mode over AirPlay 2 (just in landscape). iPhone owners can still use the TV as planned through the SmartThings app, but it's
significantly more of a hassle to get underway. Galaxy devices running Android 8.1 or higher will also be able to make use of Tap View, cast by tapping the phone against the TV – while running a Samsung Galaxy Note 10 smartphone (and consecutive flag rosters) 90 degrees will rotate the TV automatically too. Disney Plus is here, but doesn't automatically
rotate into the view for some reason (Image credit: TechRadar)Image qualityCrisp 4K Leisure Image Striking color in SDRBlacklight flashes the sea and the first focus of many Designers Samsung TVs, the image is surprisingly impressive here – even if it comes with some caveats. Samsung is a leader in downloading markets from low-level video sources.
This is especially noticeable on its 8K screens, like the Q800T or Q950TS, but even on the Sero 4K you can see that HD content still looks sharp and detailed. When we watched BlacKkKlansman on Netflix in HD/SDR, we were impressed by the color pastime, which seemed rich and nuanced despite the lack of a wider dynamic range. The jackets and shirts
of the 1970s, down to individual subjects, came across as highly detailed, with a sense of texture and physicality beyond what we expected. There was an element of black crushing, with black tones and nothing more Into uniformity, but keeping Sero on a normal image setting, rather than the pre-dimmed film, seems to help. We recommend against
filmmaker mode on Sero, too, given how much it lowers brightness in order to avoid the 'as planned' color washing by content creators. As a bright set at the edge, you don't get market-leading clarity here, either. While the brightness is consistent, with no light bands that can bother cheaper 4K TVs, I saw evidence of backlight flashing, especially when the set
tried to illuminate bright light sources – when watching a stop and catch fire on Amazon Prime Video, we found fluorescent bulbs in the office scenes and was flashing without hee not often, and sometimes it even extended to bright icons simply when browsing the prime video library. This was especially noticeable when turning off smart mode - which, among
other things, automatically contains the brightness depending on your room lighting conditions - and we recommend leaving it on the best output on this particular set, given that it largely maintains brightness at a high enough level that the flicker is not noticeable. It's hard to get to the ports, and you won't get Ethernet p[ort)as a smart-minded TV, The Sero
should be able to cope with daytime light levels outside of watching TV in the evening - and it largely does, as long as you don't use light-limiting image settings like Filmmaker mode. You'll get the best viewing experience in a dim room, no doubt, but a little noon casting from your smartphone won't ruin the image you're trying to look at on a bigger screen.
HdR 4K screen, and you get most of the HDR formats you want these days: HDR10, HDR10+, and HLG to be among them. However, you don't get Dolby Vision - which, like HDR10+, offers scene-by-scene metadata to improve HDR output of selected movies and shows. The Sero features the Quantum 4K processor found on most of Samsung's new TVs
these days, and is able to fully handle fast traffic - something we've seen in action with Netflix's old guard. Jared didn't have a screen around the film's slick battle choreography, and it's hard to find many visual flaws here at all. HDR is not a revelation here, though, which we expect is at least partially ripe for edge lighting – and I haven't seen huge increases
in color intensity over the SDR. Sero supports HDR10+, thankfully, but as usual on Samsung TVs, Dolby Vision is nowhere to be found. It is worth noting that the screen is not symmetrically positioned in landscape mode, meaning it hangs a little more on the right, but only an inch or two. The 16:9 aspect ratio also means you're still watching most TVs and
movies in its intended format, though that means Portrait Mode tends to crop part of the smartphone screen you M. Impressive 60W speakers make music or movies responsive on Sero (Image credit: TechRadar)Audio performance60W output4.1 Our Channels port Dolby Atmos we wrote on the talented speakers of the Sero in the past, and it's noteworthy
you get full output 60W instead of standard 10-20W found on most new 4K TVs. The Sero features Channel 4.1 output, rather than 5.1, but it still shows better than we expected for this set. The 1 refers to The Whopper at the back of the speaker stand, with four squeakers coming out the front. It's only halfway to setting up really decent audio, but definitely a
massive upgrade on your phone's small speakers. The optional Amplification sound mode will emphasize voices and dialogue, which can be useful for both your weekly soaps and to ensure clarity in all TikTok videos, and work together with Samsung's Dialog Enhancement technology. It is also very simple to connect to Samsung Sero on Bluetooth, and
naturally we found ourselves using it as a Bluetooth speaker throughout the day. The soft synthesizers and subtle voices of Taylor Swift's album folklore are properly carried, and there's a large amount of bass to the ode that needs it. Watching Netflix's Old Guard, the Sero is more capable of understanding the sounds of rattling military vehicles and chisering
cicadas, with a superb Frank Ocean soundtrack that comes with great impact. But there's no Dolby Atmos support here, so don't expect a full surround effect. Why not use Sero for scrolling on TechRadar's Twitter account? (Image credit: TechRadar) It's exciting to see timelines on a big-screen input Auto Low-Latency ModeOf of course, Sero's main angle is
social media – and the question of whether to buy it comes down to its ability to display smartphone apps well. For Twitter, TikTok or Instagram, Sero is quite unique to be suitable for scrolling thoughtlessly through your timeline, or watching longer IGTV videos without blinking down on your device. It's definitely a great way to increase the size of your
smartphone's content, and we can see its use in tossing content for a number of people, without crowding around the phone. The capable image and audio means that even the jazzy TikTok dances will look their best here, too. However, Sero has an input problem. When casting from your phone, you need to swipe and select on your phone screen, which
inevitably means you end up looking back and forth between them to navigate the app you've chosen. The remote control can't navigate for you either. Most smartphones currently have a longer aspect ratio than 16:9, too, meaning you won't be able to see as much of your timeline at once as on a regular iPhone, even if you get to see the majority on
significantly Screen – which, it's worth noting, means you take longer to take in one tweet or photo, making 'doomscrolling' through your timeline perhaps even more grueling activity. This input issue extends to mobile games, too. Our best gaming experience on Sero was actually casting Monument Valley from our mobile phone. Sero's high contrast screen
gave me a new appreciation for the hot view of the 3D Monument Valley puzzle game, but controlling the game was much harder when technically needing to use two screens. Should I buy the Samsung Sero TV? TikTok videos will look big and fresh on Sero's QLED screen, though you'll need to keep your eyes on your phone too (Image Credit:
TechRadar)Buy it if... You're a big social media user. If you want to maximize your TikTok, Instagram or Twitter apps, Sero is the TV that will let you do it - even if there are some pain points you'll need to get used to. You want something eye-catching. Sero has a unique shape factor, and the impressive blue coloring and screen rotater will certainly impress
your guests. For the sensations. Samsung's ambient mode, combined with the ability to use Sero as a 60W Bluetooth speaker, makes it an atmospheric addition to any home. Don't buy it if... You have an iPhone. Sero works best with Android phones, but especially Samsung Galaxy Note models. iOS and AirPlay 2 restrictions mean iPhone owners won't get
its full potential. You want a serious installation of a home theater. There are better QLED screens out there that don't charge you extra for a jazzy form factor. Check out the Samsung Q95T for a good 4K TV, or the Q60T for a cheap QLED entry point without Sero's bells and whistles. You don't use social media much. Seriously, why are you even reading
this review? The Sero is not for you. Best Samsung TV: Our top QLED picks this year
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